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Contactizer Pro 50% on Saturday December 20th and Sunday December 21th
Published on 12/19/08
MacZOT will be featuring Objective Decision's Contactizer Pro for 50% on Saturday December
20th and Sunday December 21th. Moreover, MacZOT buyers will receive a free and automatic
upgrade to version 3.7 when it becomes available next month. MacZOT is known for offering
great Mac apps at incredibly reduced prices - but for one weekend only. This offer ends at
Sunday midnight tonight Pacific Daylight Time.
Miami, Forida - MacZOT will be featuring Objective Decision's Contactizer Pro for 50% on
December 20th and Sunday December 21th. Moreover, Maczot buyers will receive a FREE and
automatic upgrade to version 3.7 when it becomes available next month. MacZOT is known for
offering great Mac apps at incredibly reduced prices - but for one weekend only. This
offer ends at Sunday midnight tonight Pacific Daylight Time.
About Contactizer Pro:
Contactizer Pro 3.6 is an all-in-one solution for managing, sharing and organizing your
personal and business information. Contactizer Pro 3.6 makes your contact management
experience more efficient, productive and inventive. Following the prodigious success of
its predecessor, many users worldwide continue to choose Contactizer Pro 3.6 for their
calendar, organizational and management needs. Contactizer Pro, specifically built for Mac
OS X, provides a wealth of powerful PIM features, all through an innovative, elegant and
intuitive interface.
Designed specifically for small business, Contactizer is the #1 information management
solution - it redefines contact management by providing a wealth of revolutionary features
that maximize your productivity. Contactizer is built on top of powerful Mac OS X
technologies (Cocoa, Spotlight, Core Image, Core Data and more), resulting in an
outstanding user experience and performance. Keep looking for updates, as we add
innovative new features to Contactizer.
Contactizer 3.6 sports a Cover Flow mode (Leopard Only feature) that shows your contacts
in a business card like presentation, a Task Quick Entry Panel (even works when
Contactizer is not running), a new multi-calendar sync system and many user interface
enhancements expanding your productivity.
Contactizer is fully compatible with Mac OS X Tiger and Mac OS X Leopard and it is
distributed as a Universal Binary and runs natively on both PowerPC and Intel Macs.
About MacZOT:
MacZOT is the leader in bringing great deals on Mac software to the Mac community. Each
day MacZOT offers a different Mac application at a discounted price, usually between
30-75% off the regular retail price. MacZOT features a huge variety of the best
independently developed Mac software - hundreds of apps per year.
Maczot:
http://maczot.com
Objective Decision:
http://objective-decision.com/

Objective Decision LLC is a Miami based company. Since 2004, Objective Decision offers
leading business management software that serve the needs and challenges of more than 20
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000 business customers. Objective Decision's main goal is to create outstanding software
combining OS X's "State-of-the-Art" technology with the strength of dedicated tools for
small businesses on the Mac platform.
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